Ensuring that non-pay savings are
optimised – and stay optimised

In a continually changing procurement landscape, ensuring that non-pay savings stay
optimised requires expert supply market knowledge and ongoing spend intelligence.

ProIntell is a cloud-based service providing access
to a suite of dashboards and reporting tools that
deliver immediate insight into exactly how much
you’re spending, what you’re spending it on, and
which suppliers you’re spending it with.
Our unique ProIntell Spend Intelligence Service
offers NHS Trusts a smart way to monitor, review
and benchmark non-pay spend in order to optimise
costs and improve your financial position… on an
ongoing basis.
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Procura ProIntell Spend Intelligence
ProIntell leverages our supply market knowledge and procurement expertise to identify
savings opportunities as they arise.
• Data categorisation: we take your spend data
on a monthly basis, clean it, validate it and
categorise it using NHS e-class
• Spend analysis: view and analyse your
non-pay spend data through our cloud-based
business intelligence tool
• Benchmarking: we benchmark key clinical
and non-clinical products to identify immediate
savings opportunities
• Dashboards and reporting: easy access to
pre-configured category, supplier and contract
focused reports designed to meet NHS Trust
reporting requirements
• Expert review, analysis & recommendations:
quarterly spend reviews with clear
recommendations from our consultants on
where and how to make savings
• Monthly subscription-based service: no
capital investment, set-up costs or IT installation

ProIntell is a service provided by
Procura Consulting, specialists in
procurement cost reduction.
We work closely with NHS Trusts to deliver savings
in non-pay expenditure.
• Our team has achieved > £20m in savings
• Projects are self-funding - no risk for clients
• We work closely with your people to embed best
practice

• Understand and address all categories of your
non-pay spend
• Capitalise on changing patterns of spend with a
clear view of trends by category and supplier
• Access deep, up-to-the-minute supply market
intelligence across all categories; medical and
non-medical, from orthopaedics to syringes, and
telecoms to catering
• Compare against other NHS Trusts and make
immediate savings through accurate product
price benchmarking
• Rapidly identify new savings opportunities as
soon as they appear
• Benefit from specialist, independent evaluation
and clear, actionable recommendations
• Achieve high return on investment – savings
always far outweigh costs

Identifying savings
We identify, evaluate and quantify opportunities
for savings so that you know exactly where you
can reduce costs and by how much.

Delivering savings
Our programmes have a rapid impact on your
financial position and embed best practice. Our
projects are self-funding - so no financial risk.

Maintaining savings
We regularly monitor, review and benchmark your
cost base and reveal where non-pay costs could
be reduced on an ongoing basis.
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